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Abstract
The SIGIR 2016 workshop on Neural Information Retrieval (Neu-IR) took place on 21
July, 2016 in Pisa. The goal of the Neu-IR (pronounced “New IR”) workshop was to serve as
a forum for academic and industrial researchers, working at the intersection of information
retrieval (IR) and machine learning, to present new work and early results, compare notes
on neural network toolkits, share best practices, and discuss the main challenges facing this
line of research. In total, 19 papers were presented, including oral and poster presentations.
The workshop program also included a session on invited “lightning talks” to encourage participants to share personal insights and negative results with the community. The workshop
was well-attended with more than 120 registrations.
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Introduction

In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have yielded significant performance improvements on speech recognition and computer vision tasks [12, 18], as well as led to exciting
breakthroughs in novel application areas such as automatic voice translation [19], image captioning [10, 38], and conversational agents [37]. Despite demonstrating good performance on
natural language processing (NLP) tasks (e.g., language modelling [14] and machine translation [2]), the performance of DNNs on information retrieval (IR) tasks has had relatively less
scrutiny. Recent work in this area has mainly focused on applications of word embeddings
[11, 25, 42] and learning embeddings for short text [13, 16, 17, 24, 33, 35, 36], while there has
also some work on using deep neural networks to model user interaction behavior [4, 5, 23].
The relative lack of positive results in this area of information retrieval is partially due
to the fact that IR tasks, such as document ranking, are fundamentally different from NLP
tasks, but also because the IR and neural network communities are only beginning to focus
on the application of these techniques to core information retrieval problems. Given that
deep learning has had such a big impact, first on speech processing and computer vision
and now, increasingly, also on computational linguistics, it seems possible that deep learning
will have a major impact on information retrieval and therefore this was an ideal time for a
workshop in this area.

The first international Neu-IR (pronounced “new IR”) workshop was a forum for new
research relating to deep learning and other neural network based approaches to IR. The
purpose was to provide an opportunity for people to present new work and early results,
compare notes on neural network toolkits, share best practices, and discuss the main challenges facing this line of research. The workshop received a significantly large response, both
in terms of submissions (close to 30) and registrations (more than 120).
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Scope and format

The Neu-IR workshop was a gathering of academic and industrial researchers working at the
intersection of IR and neural networks. We solicited [8] submission of papers of two to six
pages, representing reports of original research, preliminary research results, proposals for
new work, descriptions of neural network based toolkits tailored for IR, and position papers.
Papers presented at the workshop were required to be uploaded to https://arXiv.org
but were considered non-archival, and may be submitted elsewhere (modified or not). The
workshop site maintains a link to the arXiv versions. This submission policy was adopted
to make the workshop a forum for the presentation and discussion of current work, without
preventing the work from being published elsewhere. We solicited submissions relevant to
the following main themes:
• The application of neural network models in IR tasks, including but not limited to:
– Full text document retrieval, passage retrieval, question answering
– Web search, searching social media, distributed information retrieval, entity ranking
– Learning to rank combined with neural network based representation learning
– User / task modelling, personalization, diversity
– Query formulation assistance, query recommendation, conversational search
– Multimedia retrieval
• Fundamental modelling challenges faced in such applications, including but not limited
to:
– Learning dense representations for long documents
– Dealing with rare queries and rare words
– Modelling text at different granularities (character, word, passage, document)
– Compositionality of vector representations
– Jointly modelling queries, documents, entities and other structured/knowledge
data
• Best practices for research and development in the area, dealing with concerns such as:
– Finding sufficient publicly-available training data
– Baselines, test data, avoiding overfitting
– Neural network toolkits1
– Real-world use cases, deployment at scale
The workshop featured a mix of different presentations formats, including oral presentations, poster presentations, “lightning talks”, and invited keynotes. The full program and
schedule of the workshop is available on the workshop website.2
1
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http://deeplearning.net/software_links/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/event/neuir2016
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Keynotes

The workshop featured two invited keynotes. The opening keynote was given by Tomas
Mikolov – currently a research scientist at Facebook AI Research and previously a member
of the Google Brain team, where he developed and implemented efficient algorithms for
computing distributed representations of words (word2vec project) – which has seen several
recent applications in IR [11, 26, 42]. The second keynote was given by Hang Li, director
of the Noahs Ark Lab of Huawei Technologies, adjunct professors of Peking University and
Nanjing University, and an ACM Distinguished Scientist.

3.1

Recurrent Networks and Beyond

In this talk,3 Mikolov presented recurrent neural networks, first introducing the basic architecture and then presenting a brief history of key research developments. He then focused
on extensions relating to the network’s ability to model longer-term context. For example,
this can be used to bring term repetition patterns more in line with observed repetition in a
language modeling task. He then introduced the problem of learning algorithmic patterns,
which is not well solved by standard deep learning techniques. This led to a discussion of
long term research plans, and the possibility of developing true artificial intelligence, which
requires the definition of appropriate goals and data sets.

3.2

Does IR Need Deep Learning?

In recent years, deep learning has become the key technology of state-of-the-art systems in
areas of computer science, such as computer vision, speech processing, and natural language
processing. A question that naturally arises is whether deep learning will also become important in information retrieval. In fact, there has been a large amount of effort made to
address the question and significant progress has been achieved. Yet there is still doubt
about whether it is the case.
In this talk,4 Li argued that, if we take a broad view on IR, then deep learning can
indeed greatly boost IR. It has already been observed that deep learning can make great
improvements on some hard problems in IR such as question answering from knowledge
bases, image retrieval, etc. On the other hand, for some traditional IR tasks, in some
sense easy tasks, such as document retrieval, the improvements might not be so notable. Li
introduced some of the work on deep learning for IR conducted at Huawei Noahs Ark Lab,
to support his claim. He also discussed the strengths and limitations of deep learning, IR
problems on which deep learning can potentially make significant contributions, as well as
future directions of research on IR.
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Accepted papers

The workshop received 27 submissions, excluding three incomplete submissions. Every paper
was reviewed by at least two members of the program committee and finally 19 submissions
were accepted (acceptance rate of 70%). Among the accepted papers, there were a few
3
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http://www.slideshare.net/BhaskarMitra3/recurrent-networks-and-beyond-by-tomas-mikolov
http://www.hangli-hl.com/uploads/3/4/4/6/34465961/does_ir_need_deep_learning.pdf
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Figure 1: Comparing key themes across the papers presented at the Neu-IR
2016 workshop and the ones presented in the main SIGIR 2016 conference.
The word cloud summaries presented here were generated using http://www.
wordle.net.
popular themes. 8 papers [1, 3, 9, 22, 30–32, 41] were related to word embeddings. 10
papers [6, 7, 15, 20, 21, 27–29, 34, 39] focused on the application of deep neural networks
to different IR tasks. The accepted papers also covered a broad range of tasks, including
question/answering [34], proactive IR [21], knowledge-based IR [27], conversational models
[29], text-to-image [6], and document ranking [1, 7, 9, 28, 31, 32, 40]. Figure 1 visually
contrasts some of the common themes that emerged among the workshop papers against the
core topics covered by the full papers presented in the main SIGIR 2016 conference.
Geographically, the accepted papers (based on first author) ranged from 9 countries and 3
continents – four each from France and India, two each from China, Denmark, UK, and USA,
and finally one each from Austria, Finland, and Italy. Based on the first authors affiliation,
two of the accepted papers came from the industry and the rest from academia.
All 19 papers were presented as posters. Additionally, five papers [9, 22, 28–30] were
selected for oral presentations considering reviewer feedback, relevance to the main focus of
the workshop, and diversity of topics.
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Lessons from the trenches

The Lessons from the Trenches session was aimed at encouraging researchers who are actively
working in the intersection of IR and neural networks to share their insights with the broader
community. In particular, we were interested to hear about,
• Key challenges faced in making neural models work effectively for IR tasks
• Best practices and related insights
• Negative results
The session comprised of seven “lightning talks” – each speaker presented a single slide

Table 1: Speakers and topics for the “Lessons from the Trenches” session.
Speaker

Topic

Qingyao Ai
Debasis Ganguly
Alessandro Moschitti
Jun Xu
Grady Simon
Bhaskar Mitra
Sergey I. Nikolenko

Learning representations for ad-hoc retrieval
Inverted list organization of quantized word and doc vectors
Combining kernels and neural networks
Relevance 6= similarity: lessons from search result diversification
Passage relevance with dual-input architectures
Think sparse, act dense
Topic quality metrics based on word embeddings

within the allotted three minutes, with an additional two minutes reserved for questions.
Table 1 lists all the speakers, and the respective topics covered, during this session.
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Group discussion

The final session of the day was a group discussion among all attendees. The goal of the
discussion was to identify key challenges and opportunities in the area of neural IR.
A popular topic during this session focused on the lack of positive results from deep neural
network (DNN) models on the ad-hoc document retrieval tasks. One view from participants
was that there is insufficient training data, and larger data will be required before DNN
models can succeed on document ranking. However, given the lack of literature in this area,
it was not immediately obvious what the appropriate dataset should contain, and how to
start making reasonable progress towards building this dataset. Some attendees posited that
progress in the area of deep learning may push forward less explored retrieval tasks, such as
conversational and proactive IR. There seemed to be a clear consensus that it was important
for the IR community to start focusing on designing appropriate evaluation methods and
metrics for these recently emerging retrieval tasks.
Finally, there seemed to be an agreement that deep neural network models are likely to
have a strong influence on the area of IR in the next few years. However, in spite of the
excitement in the IR community about this area, it was not directly obvious how, if at all,
the core SIGIR conference should evolve to better attract papers on neural IR in next year’s
conference. A workshop like Neu-IR, in the meantime, could play a vital role in bridging the
gap between the IR and the neural network communities.
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Conclusions

During the opening keynote of the SIGIR 2016 conference, Christopher Manning predicted a
significant influx of deep neural network related papers for IR in the next few years. However,
he encouraged the community to be mindful of some of the “irrational exuberance” that
plagues the field today. The first SIGIR workshop on neural information retrieval received an
unexpectedly high number of submissions and registrations. These are clear indications that
the IR community is excited by the recent developments in the area of deep neural networks.

However, there is still a lack of clear understanding about how important these new machine
learning approaches will be when addressing traditional and emerging IR tasks, and how
they can (or should) co-exist with traditional IR approaches. This is indeed an exciting
time for this area of research and we believe that besides attempting to simply demonstrate
empirical progress on retrieval tasks, our explorations with neural models should also provide
new insights about IR itself. In return, we should also look for opportunities to apply IR
intuitions into improving these neural models, and their application to non-IR tasks.
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